
ORT SA continues to plan ahead for a time when this is all over.
The day will come when we get back to normal and we will be ready.

Stay safe! Stay optimistic!

From the ORT SA Team

ORT SA STARTS REMOTE LEARNING

UPCOMING ONLINE EVENTS

https://www.ortjet.org.za/events/

ORT2CONNECT CAMPAIGN

The need to adopt alternative technologies in order for ORT SA to continue its 
vision of ‘Educating for Life’, became immediately clear as soon as the Covid-19 
lockdown in South Africa was imposed. ORT SA pivoted to training online so that 
Mathematics Pedagogy for teachers, Coding and Technology for youth, either in 
the city or in a rural setting, continued.

This teacher from Springs who joined the Coding Club’s Web Development class 
said, “In a lockdown situation, with all school activities halted, our boredom was 
taken away when ORT SA invited us to be part of their Web Development 
training. It’s quite early days yet, but we already feel like professional web 
developers! I hope I will be a good coach to my learners come resumption of 
school.” 

“Lack of infrastructure and connectivity, along with lack of resources, including 
devices like smart phones, tablets or laptops, is widening the gap between 
privileged and less privileged communities,” says Ariellah Rosenberg, ORT SA’s 
CEO. 

There is a pressing need to help those in townships and rural areas to connect to 
the Internet, in fields ranging from mathematics to coding to IT skills and work 
experience.
You can help in these ways: 
 •   Monetary donations can be made at www.ortsa.org.za/donations. 
 •   Any unused digital devices lying around? Call 011 728 7154 or email
     nelly@ortsa.org.za to arrange drop- o�.
 •   Students in Grade 11 and 12 who need to fulfill their community hour
      commitments can visit www.communityhourssa.co.za to see how they can
      earn hours with ORT SA’s ORT2Connect campaign.

The ORT Jet division was the trailblazer in the switch to online training at ORT  
SA. To date 1187 people have registered for 28 webinars on diverse topics since 
the lockdown. The high quality of the trainers has been commented on by 
participants. These mentors who give so freely of their time and skills are 
commended by all who have gained enormous benefits for business and other 
endeavors.

ORT SA has launched a drive to help South African learners cross the digital 
divide and is urging the public to donate devices that are no longer being used.
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06 - How to Pivot Your Business to Succeed in the New World with Paul Smith
         (1PM - 2:30PM)
07 - How to Host A Webinar Like A Pro with Dan Stillerman
         (11AM - 12PM)
08 - The Historic Challenge for Leaders is to Manage the Crises while Building
         the Future Part 2 with Elana Godley
         (11AM - 12PM)
15 -  How to Get More Leads from Your Digital Marketing with Ferdie Bester
 (10AM - 11AM)
16 - The Stress Management Toolkit with Lori Milner
 (2PM - 3pm)

www.ortsa.org.zainfo@ortsa.org.za

“No amount of words could ever express my 
appreciation and the impact the program has made 

in my life.” Nomahlubi Madizika  
YES YOUTH PROGRAMME BENEFICIARY

Dear ORT SA

I write this email to express my sincere 
appreciation and gratitude to you and the entire 
ORT SA family for the remarkable e�orts into 
shaping and changing peoples’ lives.

Being part of the YES (YesforYouth) 1-year work 
placement programme a�orded me the 
opportunity to change my life and those around 
me. The programme allowed me to reimagine my 
future with unlimited possibilities. I often tell those 
around me that today I am who I am because of 
people like you that believed in me when I thought 
I had nothing to o�er the world.

Thank you and the entire team for restoring my 
faith and giving me strength to fight for the life I 
deserve. I have faith that you and your team will 
continue in uplifting the many lives out there that 
feel worthless just like I did 12 months ago.
Ngiyabonga
Nomahlubi Madikiza
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